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The ANCHOR is located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600,extensions 311and 471.
The ANCHOR is composed weekly, during the school
year. It is printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4
Church Street, Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of$2.00per column inch. A 10 per
cent discount is allowed campus organizations. Ads in "Free
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community. For
further information, consult nur advertising manager.

All editorial decisions for the Anchor are made entirely by its student editorial board. No form of censorship
will be imposed. However, material found unacceptable or .
unsuitable in their opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including Letters to the Editor, must
include the name and address of the author. Names will be
withheld upon request. Views appearing in the Anchor do

not necessarily reflect those of the administration, faculty
or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of the Anchor editorial board.

Assessing Mayor Doorley's upset no split Providence is still firmly
Irish
Providence's
in
and still
victory
Democratic
Democratic primary on Sept. 10th, operated. However, thoughts of
political pundits across the state Doorley attaining the Governor's
have been talking recently about chair four years hence or running
the Maoyr's new political ascen- for John Pastore's seat, should he
dency after his so-called "sweetest
retire, seems both premature and
victory" less than two weeks ago. far-fetched. Doorley may have
Because of his hardfought win over Providence in his pocket, but one
a cluster of rivals in the primary,
suspects that he will find the
Doorley is currently riding high, statewide political waters just a bit
with his over his head. The "Suburbanites
firmly in control,
prospects for the future con- for Doorley" may prove the
siderably brighter than they looked beginnings of an attempt to mount.
in
organization
last summer. His victory not only a statewide
allowed him to retain power, but to Doorley's name, but for most R.I.
increase it at the expense of those voters his name and image are
who must now be labeled his • part and parcel of their conception
enemies. There is talk of Doorley of the Providence Democratic
for Governor, and even Doorley for machine, and it is unlikely that
the U.S. Senate at some point in the they would t_akepart in furthering
future. His political resiliency Doorley's career at their own
makes him suddenly someone to expense. While Mayor Joe's hold
the on Providence
hence
may be hard
with;
reckon
congratulai.ory call on the morning political reality, that does not
after his sweet victory from makes it any less of a public empresidential hopeful, Senator Jack- barrassment.
son of Washington.
Doorley's resiliency makes him
While there is no denying that
Doorley's victory was indeed an one of the strongest products of the
upset, it would be misleading to old Democratic organization to
ascribe more weight to it_ than it come along in quite some time. He
can really call its own. The has outlasted James Tate in
Mayor's victory was more ap- Philadelphia, ~1.nother city long
by a Democratic
pearance than substance; Doorley controlled
only garnered 34 per cent of the machine, and he is beginning to
vote, and had there been less invite comparisons with both the
legendary James Curley of Boston
candidates and more substantive
issues brought to the fore, there is and Richard Daley of Chicago. On
doubt indeed whether the Mayor the day after his election this time
would have retained his coveted round, Doorley intimated that it
was about time he took over the job
seat in City Hall at all.
Doorley may be right in saying of city chairman in name as well-as
that as the Democratic candidate fact. "This office," he declared,
in November he will have no "is going to run the city comtrouble in beating his Republican mittee." He has great fondness for
rival for the Mayor's job, Vincent Daley of Chicago, and such a move
"Buddy" Cianci, because split or would be in emulation of his

mentor. It would also make
Doorley the undisputed master of
Providence in much the same way
that Daley has controlled Chicago
for the last quarter century.
If Doorley should decide to move
on after the next four years, it is
hard to see how he could be denied
his party's nomination for a chosen
higher office. He is making no
bones about the fact that Governor
Noel will not be getting his active
support this time round because of
Noel's switch to Brown in the
primary. u- Doorley wants the
governorship in four years he could
conceivably wrest it away from
Noel.
But the Mayor really has his
sights on the U.S. Senate, and if
Pastore should decide not to seek
·re-election for another six year
term, the way is open for Doorley
people's
the
become
to
representative in that august body
The
in Washington.
down
Democrats in this state will not be
able to deny him such a node if he
so chooses; he's the strongest
single piece in the entire statewide
organization and in the next four
years there's no one who will not
owe him the favor.
The only possible checkmate to
his ambition is the electorate's
rejection_ of his candidacy for
statewide office. It all comes down
to the simple question: is Joe
Doorley the type of man this state
wants to send either to the state
house or down to Washington? We
think not, and we hope that the
majority of voters in this state who
really care about the quality of the
men they elect to represent them
will see fit to exercise th~ir right to
the same.
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Busing in Boston
After 10years of obstruction and School Committee carried out a
non-compliance with the law of the gradual desegregation plan over
land, Boston's public school the . years. Instead, the School
system is finally and forcefully Committee has resolutely opposed
being desegregated through a U.S. taking the sort of gradual
which saved many
District Court order handed down measures
last June. In the one week of school cities, including Providence, from
in Boston since that order went into the type of ugly resistance in South
effect last Thursday, neighborhood Boston which has marred the
resistance to the busing of black opening of the new school year.
In order to insure the safety of
students into what were formally
strictly white schools has taken the black children being bused into
form of ugly rock throwing by South Boston High School, scene of
young hooligans and a general the worst disturbances, Mayor
boycott by indignant whites who Kevin White ordered full police
feel that their children must suffer protection into the area. School
a law on busing that does not apply buses from Roxbury and the
to their more fortunate neighbors Columbia Pomt housmg pr_oJect
in the suburbs. Although busing have been accoinpa~ied -by
has been carried out in relative motorcycle escorts, with the
peace in most sections of the city, it Commissioner of Public Education
has encountered an especially riding inside. The heavy police
fervent opposition in South Boston, presence has been especially
th~e Hub's predominantly Irish unnerving to residents of South
quarter. As of this writing neigh- Boston, and last week community
borhood residents are still keeping leaders in the area pledged to
many students out of school, and continue their resistance efforts
demonstrations and rock-throwing until the police are taken away.
at pa§Sing buses carrying blacks Worse still, black leaders in Boston
into the area continues. The issue have toyed with the idea of a black
of busing in South Boston is so boycott because of the dangers
inflammatory that angry residents imposed in sending children
actually drove their otherwise through a melee of flying rocks and
generally beloved Senator Teddy ugly epitaphs.
podium in
off a speaker's
It is imperative that the police
Government Center two weeks
presence be maintained in full
ago.
force in South Boston to insure
The problem in Boston over order. Mayor White has said that
busing did not have to arise this he is not inclined toward ~sking the
September as it has; it could have same Federal judge who ordered
been avoided had the Boston the busing last June, Judge W.

Arthur Garrity, to call out Federal
troops, and this is understandable.
However, Mayor White's refusal to
meet with community leaders in
South Boston to discuss the
situation is a negative action which
can only serve to fragment further
an already difficult situation.
Mayor White rather brazenly
declared last week that he would
go where he was. needed but not
where he wasn't; he then said that
while he was needed in Roxbury he
was not needed in South Boston.
Now what sort of talk is this from a
man who must attempt to placate
both sides, whose job it is to pass as
a mediator between both groups,
both of whom have lee:itimate
complaints to air? Mayor White
should be able to brmg black
leaders in Boston into agreement
on the need for sending their
children to school under the new
court order, especially with a
strong police presence in attendance. But the alienation of the
opposite group in South Boston is
not the way to cool tempers off and
back to
bring the situation
a
resembling
something
but peaceful acbegrudging
ceptance of the law. Desegregation
of the Boston school system must
go forward, and the Mayor has a
duty in listening to the respoRsible
elements still left in South Boston
before the situation degenerates
into something which will require
calling out Federal troops in ·order
to guarantee equal education for
all.
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Regents Request Tuition Hike
at R.I.C.
As Early As Next Semester

LE'ITERS
TOTHE
----

Nixon's Pardon
President Gerald Ford
White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sir:
I am shocked that you have
pardoned Mr. Nixon, who may
have committed deliberate crimes
against our government and other
governments,
while you have
apparently refused to do the same
for Vietnam war objectors. They
have committed no crimes, but had
the forsight to relize what the U.S.
finally tacitly admitted - that the
war was no good. They refused to
do evil, and paid the price of years
in exile or in hiding. If guilty, Mr.
Nixon engineered diverse dire
plots, and you have exonerated
him in advance of a trial! This is
truly lamentable - all the more so
because you had given the empression that you intended to mend
fences and soothe the agony that
began with that horrible war.
.Instead you seem to be following
in the path of Nixon - attempting to
hide the truth and play favorites in
this
democratic
land.
I plead with you to reconsider.
Do an act of generosity where it is
deserved: extend immediate and
unconditional amnesty to all oppontents of the Vietnam war. This
would not make your Nixon
decision right - to excuse him
before the truth is established, all
tapes released, etc. - but it would at
least show balance in your sense of
justice.
I beg you. Do not start another
round of confrontation and hostility
between the American people and
their
government.
We are
profoundly tired of this and long to
get on to a new phase of solar
energy, wind power, and a
beautiful world.
Sincerely,
Robert N. Currier

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose$1.00
to cover postage(deliverytime is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE,
INC.
11941WILSHIRE
BLVD.,SUITE#2
LOSANGELES,
CALIF.90025
(213)477-8474or 477-5493

Ame.rica in
Worse Shape?
The Anchor
Rhode Island College
Providence, R.I. 02908
Dear Editor:
Immediately
following the
resignation of Richard Nixon,
Gerald Ford became the thirtyeighth president of the United
States. And, as many alert conservatives
had prophesized,
Nelson Rockefeller finally found
himself but a heartbeat away from
the presidency. For, to entertain
the idea that the entire Watergate
"scandal" was not perpetrated and
so coordinated
as to get
Rockefeller in the White House and
eventually into the presidency is to
entertain
foolishness
and
ignorance.
Furthermore, if any American
actually believes that all is well
because
Nixon the procomrriunist - is now out of office,
he had better open his eyes. Mr.
Ford is potentially more dangerous
than his predecessor for the simple
reason that the controlled press is
working ever so harct to present
this man as a "Mr. Clean".
Meanwhile, "Mr. Clean" has
vowed to continue to carry out the
same traitorous policies of detente,
"peaceful co-existence" and the
subversion of our allies in Chile
and elsewhere, that were so
smoothly executed by Mr. Nixon.
"Mr. Clean" recently signed into
law a $25 BILLION education bill
which he knows will further the
cause of revolution to which the
public school system is dedicated.
This unelected man and his wife
have both indicated their strong
support for the insane and extremely dangerous "Equal Rights
Amendment".

The Board of Regents' subcommittee for post-secondary
education approved last week a
proposed 1975-76 budget for RIC
which calls for a 20 per cent increase in tuition and fees, perhaps
going into effect as early as next
semester. The proposed increase
means an $84 hike in the cost of
tuition for a year at RIC, raising
the annual tuition fee to $540 <instate l.
The College's requested state
appropriation
increase of $2.7
million <an increase of 28.2 per
cent over this year) was pared
down to only $1.3 million by the
Regents sub-committee,
which
also leveled similar action against
U.R.I. andR.LJ.C. in an across the
board reduction of state aid to
higher education. The Regents sub- ditional $370,000will have to go in
committee granted a 12 per cent
meeting unexpected
and unincrease in allocations to R.I.C.,
budgeted expenditures in faculty
but this is no more than a salaries and for fuel bills last
"minimum" budget, according to winter that were $185,000 more
President Willard. He described
than what had been budgeted.
the Regents' cuts in R.I.C.'s budget
Asked whether he thought a tuition
for next year as "severe," and increase would be coming as early
affirmed the fact that tuition will as next semester, Dr. Willard said
be going up.
that he hopes the money will be
Tuition may go up next semester •forthcoming from the Regents or
if either R.I.C. or the Regents do the General Assembly. He does not
not come up with the additional
like the idea of asking for an in$370,000 that R.I.C. needs to crease in mid-year, and he exbalance its budget for this fiscal
pressed his willingness in atyear. Dr. Willard told the Anchor
tempting to prevent it from·
earlier this week that the ad- beco_minga reality in January.

Week of Concern For
World Hunger Sept. 23 - 29

PI-I<>

WX-<>Gr.Fl.

.A .E» .EI V

No □
No □

No □
No □

If you answer yes to all four questionsthe Anchorhas a
job FORyou as photomanager. IT PAYS!

World

Services,

is sponsoring

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
and
Thursday, September 24, 25, and
26, there will be a CROP Film
Festival at the Student Union
Ballroom. Films will run continuously from 10-2 each day, and
registration for a Walk for Hunger
will take place at the film festival.

Sincerely,
Richard Jannetta

Yes D
Yes D
Yes D
Yes D

Next week, September 23-29,is a
week of Concern for World Hunger.
The Chaplains' Office, in conjunction with CROP, the Community Hunger Appeal of Church

Monday, September 23, there
will be a Keynote Session on the
steps of Adams Library from 12:301: 30. Speakers
will address
themselves to the problem in
general and the methods in which
it can be approached. Most will
speak from first-hand experience
in underdeveloped countries.

Canyoudotheforlowing
DEVELOP
FILM?
MIX CHEMICAL?
USEAN ENLARGE?
USE35 MM CAM
ERA?

Governor Noel and the Regents
have been very tough this year in
approving the type of budgets that
each of the state's three institutions of higher learning have
presented for 1975-76. Governor
Noel. who appointed the Regents,
ordered a policy of fiscal austerity
for all state agencies, issuing a
directive last June which called for
keeping next year's spending at the
current
year's
levels.
The
Governor allowed for inflationary
and mandated increases, but for
little else.
State aid for higher education is
down
principally
because
enrollment is down. Dr. Willard
stated
that R.I.C. 's overall
enrollment this year is ''stable,"
though it does not reach the
projected levels which the College
worked with in putting forth its
budget for next year.
The forthcoming budget cuts, if
approved by the full Regents body,
will mean that most capital improvements on campus will have to
be postponed. The Regents' subcommittee also cut a good number
of the new faculty, staff and
clerical positions that R.I.C.
wished to fill next year; out of the
60-odd new positions only 13
essential positions will be filled,
with six new "top-priority"
positions opening up in R.I.C.
rapidly
expanding
nursing
program.

events daily during the week to
bring the problem to the attention
of the College Community and to
show the ways in which we can
respond to this· need.

No America. All is not well! For,
with the billionaire socialist insider, Rockefeller, serving as an
unelected vice-president,
and
Henry Kissinger working most
vigorously to turn the rest of the
world over to communism (and his
record and background
substantiates this charge), America
faces the most serious threat to her
sovereignty and freedom as a
nation since the days leading up to
the War For Independence.
Is it too late for America? Or w~ll
she be saved from communism,
even as the Chilean people were
spared this terrible agony by its
alert military generals?

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

1.
2.
3.
4.

19, 1974

Also on Tuesday, September 24,
there will be a panel discussion on
World Hunger from 1-2 in Mann
193, Conference Room.
The week's activities will conclude with an Ecumenical Vigil of
Prayer, 12:00 noon. SU Parliament
Chambers.
The Walk for Hunger itself needs
both walkers and sponsors. The
date is October 20th, and walks will
be at different locations over the
state.
The overall purpose of the Week
of Concern is to bring to the attention of all people the needs of
the underdeveloped
nations,
especially the immediate need for
food and the long-range need to
develop a self-sustaining economy.
CROP is dedicated to both of these
causes and to increase our understanding
of
what
the
developmental
process of the
world is.
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FOR SALE: 1970 Volkswagen,
yellow, good condition. $1250. Call
:153-:mooafter 3 p.m. _Ask for Ernie.

+++
Zeiss. Oil imMICROSCOPE,
mersion, 3 lens, felt-lined wood
case. $200. 728-2846
carrying
evenings.
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+++

Portraits,
PHOTOGRAPHY:
candids, children, weddings, or
any special events. Jon McNally,
!141-0652.

+++

To RIC and back to 65
t HIDE:
Phenix Ave., W. Warwick for a
t handicapped student. Call Kathy
at 821-5221 after 4 p.m.
tt orPodgurski
contact D. McCool-CL054.

INFLUENZA VACCINATION:Public health 'authorities do not
bfavorwidespread influenza vaccination of the general population,
ut they do recoµimend annual influenza vaccine injections for ,
high risk groups. The R.I. Health Department states that "annual ,
vaccination is strongly recommended for persons of all ages who
have such chronic conditions as 1. heart disease; 2. chronic
bronch<?Pulm~narv diseases. such as asthma, chronic bronchitis,
bronch1ectas1s and emphysema; 3. chronic renal disease; and 4.
diabetes mellitus and other chronic metabolic disorders. Annual
vaccination is recommended for older prsons, particularly those
over 65 years of age." The College Health Services at Ext. 321 or 322
will vaccinate any faculty or staff member who feels that he falls
into one of these high risk catagories for $1.00 (cost of vaccine).
Influenza vaccine should be administered by mid-Nove~ber. It
should not be given to persons hypersensitive to egg protein. Please

f

f

f
f

f
f
f

~~::~tJ~~~a8:i~~-, M.D.
ON JULY 11, 1974, the Board of Regents for .Education approved the parking and traffic regulations for RIC. These
regulations provide that tickets re~urnable to District Court may be
issued for vhiolation offthe regulations. There is no administrative
appea 1at t e co11ege or such tickets; all appeals must be made in
person before the District Court after a summons has been issued.
Copies of the regulations are available in the Student Life Office,
the Personnel Office, and the Security Office.
Edward J. Perry
LITURGY: Daily Mass (except Wednesdays) Student Union
306 at 12 noon. Sundays, Student Union at 10:00 a.m. and Browne
Hall lounge at 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Creedon and Rev. Mr. Marcel Belisle
ON BEHALF OF THE RIC-AFT negotiating and executive
memSbetrsh ipTfhor
the RIThC-AFTd
ctho~mitteesh,Ilmw?uldlitke fto thaf.ndk
urs ay, ep . 12. e
eir overw e mg voe o con 1 enceon
vote to approve the Agreement was as follows: "Yes" 196, "No" 13.
Donald C. Averill, President
FRIENDS OF PROFESSOR GRACE D. HEALEY will be
saddened to learn of the death of her brother, William Healey, on
September 12, 1974. Burial services will be held in Massachusetts.
In lieu of flowers, expressions of sympathy may be made in the
Slsland PHeart kAssoRciationtionksFtodthe RBhoded
!?prmt_ofkdSobna
treet, awtuc et, .I. 02860.
un , 40 roa
er 1oc
a nc
Charles B. Willard, President
SUBJECT: CREDIT-NO CREDIT OPTION policy change.
President Willard approved the recommendation that students
should be given up to six weeks, a time equal to the Drop period in
which to exercise the Credit-No Credit option.
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+++

LOST: Women's black watch on
Sept. 16. Call Ann Mosko! at Ext.
462 or 464.

+++

FOR SALE: '63 Chevrolet, 4-door,
stick shift, aircylinder,
conditioned. Reliable, many new
parts. Best offer. RIC Ext. 663.

6

+++
FOR SALE: Citroen '71 DS 21.
725-4841
condition.
Showroom
anytime for Ext. 660.

+++

RIDE NEEDED: From Coventry,
near exit 6 off 95. Monday and
Tuesday by 9 a.m.,'Thursday by 10,
earlier if you want. Call Janine at
821-0625.

+++
FOR SALE: '66 Olds. Fair conin very good
Engine
dition.
operating condition. $200 or best
offer. RIC ~xt. 488 or 934-1105after
5 p.m. Ask for Dale.

+++
ROOM-MATE: To share 2nd floor
l''URNISHED ROOM in private
apt. with two women. Within 10 home; cooking facilities; parking
RIC.
from
walk
minute
and all utilities. 353-3038 or 231rent. Call 353-6196 1:143.
Reasonable
anytime after 6:30 p.m.
+++

+++

ROOM TO RENT: In quiet home,
limited _kitchen use. $13 per week.
Near college, includes utilities and
FOR _SALE: Chiorda 5-speed
bicycle in good condition. $50 or parking. Exchange of references.
best offer. RIC Ext. 488 or 934-1105 Female applicants preferred. Ask
for Mrs. Marian Robinson, 28
after 5 p.m. Ask for Dale.
Cresant Dr., N. Prov., 353-1694.
+++

Upon Returning From Our
Workshop in Spain
(Condensed from several written
and oral reports of the students)
Where do we begin to tell the
story of how great a summer can
be? One way is to tell about the
who
of students
adventure
travelled to a foreign country,
Spain! Let us begin by saying that
we have never experienced two
months as exciting and adventurous and rich in all kinds of
unexpected incidents as these two
months in Spain and the islands. To
go to a foreign ancestral country
such as Spain, with such a different
culture, language, such different
customs and traditions, is to feel
many
forced to experience
changes.
We left by bus on July 6 from
Rhode Island College for Ken.nedy
Airport in New York City. From
there, at midnight, we flew to
Madrid, capital of Spain. It was
exciting to find ourselves so far
from America in a dream-like
land. We were anxious to experience the grandeur of Spanish
tradition and to confront the
peculiarities of the Spanish way of
life. Our first travelling in Spain
was the long bus ride from Madrid
to Malaga in the beach tourist
region of the South, where we were
scheduled to stay for two weeks.
On the way we toured several
places of historical interest, for
example the beautiful Palace of
Alcazar in Aranjuez. During our
stay in Andalusia we visited
several ancient Moorish cities. One
of them was - Granada with its
fabulous Alhambra, one of the
wonders of the world. If by day it

by night, a
was fascinating,
fairyland was illuminated; the
Moorish palace of Alhambra offered an indescribable view. We
cannot go into detail about the
many things we saw in the
dreamland of Andalusia; but we
will merttion the caves in which the
gypsies still live. We felt as if we
were entering another era, living
in legendary times with exotic
customs, clothing and lifestyle. We
also stopped to see the Rock of
Gibraltar - fantastic!
In Sevilla we visited one of the
many magnificent cathedrals in
Spain, and we took a ride in the
for
carriages,
horse-drawn
sightseeing in the city - this in the
Andalusian style. So, so much we
miss mentioning of our visit to
Andalusia, and we can say the
same of the rest of Spain. We enjoyed immensely our stay in the
South, and at our departure we
experienced a nostalgic feeling for
its beautiful Moorish palaces, the
colorful gardens, the clear blue
sky, the rver-warm environment
and ever-smiling people.
From Malaga we went to
Madrid, the capital city, for three
by
weeks. It is embellished
beautiful fountains, parks, statues,
monuments, palaces. We visited
the Royal Palace - a marvel of
art-, the famous Prado Museum,
the Royal Retiro Park, and many,
many other things. While there we
toured some of the many important
historical places and cities of
Castilla; the Escorial; and the
imposing gigantic monument, the
Valley of the Fallen (El Valle de

44 Fruit (pl.)
48 Accelerate
49 Lincoln's Secretary
1 Dreamer
of State
9 Residence
14 Scraped dry, said 51 Fat used in making
tallow
of a window
16 Bol'ero's composer 52 Fear
55 Pronoun
17 Give up
56 Felt sick
18 Pasture grass of
the western U. S. 57 Onewhoreconsecrates
19 Feel sick
20 Musical instrument 59 Mother 60 Inhumanly
(pl.)
severe
22 River flowing into
61 Inferred concluthe North Sea
24 Stirrup-shaped bone sions
down(loses
of the middle ear 62 weight)
25 Rate paid for bormoney(abbr.)
rowing
26 Liz Taylor role
DOWN
28 Selves
Literary composi29 Roast: Fr.
tions
30 Faucet
32 Of improvinghuman- 2 Crush (a bu~)
ity environmentally 3 Hairdresser s
essential
34 Steps
4 Prefix: gas
37 Spanish name
show
538 Rids of pollutants
fatuus (decep640 Bodyof water
tive goal)
(abbr.)
7 Calm
41 Birthstone
shop (teenage 8 Adolescent
42 9 Greek city
hangout)
ACROSS

10 ComedianLeonard 11 Outbursts of
applause
praecox
12 (madness)
13 Flexible
15 Failure in school
21 Formpus
23 Sale to a consumer
27 Homelesschild
29 "Supennan"
31 Prepared
33 Here rests in. peace
(abbr.)
34 Mother 35 Film about far-away
places
36 Towardthe ocean
38 The act of transporting
39 Roof builders
43 Of any group of
Indians
45 Native of Melbourne
46 Reviewa case
47 Rear of a ship(pl.)
49 Aspects
Vita
50 La 53 Mexicandollar
lamp
54 58 Auditory impression
(abbr.)

los Caidos) with a shrine built
inside the rock; Toledo, one of the
oldest medieval cities in Spain,
built on a high hill - a magnificent
Gothic cathedral dominates the
city. El Greco lived in Toledo, and
his home is now a museum for
some of his paintings. Other cities
visited were Avila, the city of
Santa Teresa de Jesus; we stayed
there until night to see the view of
the impressive heavy stone wall
that surrounds the city; Segovia,
with one of the most famous
aqueducts remaining in Spain,
built seventeen centuries ago by
the Romans; La Granja, with its
gorgeous Borbon 's palace of the
eighteenth century; Salamanca,
with its medieval university, one of
the most ancient in Europe. We
cannot -give all the details concerning the places we visited in
Spain. We will refer to our
itinetary: from Madrid we went to
San Sebastian in the North,
situated on the Cantabric Sea,
stopping at several cities and
places such as Monasterio de
with its numberless
Piedra,
wonderful falls; Zaragoza; Soria;
Burgos; Vitoria. After a stay of
two weeks in the cordial and
refreshing beach environment of·
the Basques, where the group
especially enjoyed an abundant
variety of food, we moved to
Barcelona, .the most majestic,
open, industrial-commercial city
of Spain and one of the most imthe
in
ports
portant
Mediterranean. Again we found \a
different people, a different
language, a different lifestyle.
Spain is like a mosaic, and this is
what makes this land endlessly
interesting to the tourists. From
Barcelona we cruised to the Balear
Island, and there we again enjoyed
the beautiful beaches of the
Sea. From the
Mediterranean
Island we sailed to Valencia, the
region of oranges, and then we
rode to Madrid to go back home-America!
We would like to comment about
ourselves as individual students
(Con't.- P. 7)
Sll:l0N3'.
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Cabaret Theatre in Review

Late Had Led," as well as in a evening the unseen musicians,
number of company tunes from pianist Audrey Kaiser and Bruce
West Side Story and Godspell. Dyer on drums, faithfully assisted
Cabaret Theatre: opening scene.
Individual performances varied in maintaining the balance. One
A waiter emerges from the kitchen
widely. Although Denise Lambert never appreciates the musicians
to the crowded tables among the
audience loaded with a tray of ~ppeared in several numbers, her who keep an even pace going quite
image remained basically the so much as was demanded and
cheeses_ and wine. The cabaret
same, blasting out tunes like "Hey successfully breached as in this
lights stream from ceiling to floor
Big Spender," and her solo, "Yo~ type of repertoire.
before a set created with a simple
There was an ever present
Give Me Fever," with all the
draped sheet colored with different
lights. And then the house lights go subtlety of a stripper. Her voice, a danger in this show, however,
rich alto, is sexy enough already, especially in the first half (whose
down and the show begins ....
and sexiness is inherent in the greater part was carried by solo
songs
themselves;
such performers) of status, with too
The first is a company number of
exaggeration,
though perhaps many slow nightclub numbers
dance and song, setting the pace
intended
in fun,
becomes proceeding in a line of similar
for the entire evening; there are
distracting after a short while. On tempos and varied too infrequently
members ·of last year's cast
the other hand, "Old Man River" with more lively songs. Carrying a
dispersed with new additions,
a~ rendered by Jesse Coston, show on the strength of single isn't it beautiful
namely Helen Crees, and Hal
displayed remarkably ..his skilled performers is- difficult even for
Spencer, new at RIC this year and
bass baritone, and brought down experienced professionalsi and in ~veryday
premiering in the Cabaret, Denise
the house shortly before in- this case, the fabric of the Cabaret is a hallowed wonder
Lambert and Bill McHale, 'both
termission. Another high point in at times wore a little thin. The of infinite surrenderings
experienced veterans of the RIC
everytime
Theatre department. There are , this first half included Helen Crees songs performed were mostly
and Hal Spencer in the excerpts excerpts from hit musicals; and a is a paradoxal pairing
new additions to the atmosphere
from West Side Story - Miss Crees show of excerpts is extremely hard of vague obscurities long lost to
also; this year's program includes
dusty moths
to maintain as far as interest and
has contributed
the sweetest
more solo numbers than seen
previously, and the resulting mood soprano to RIC Theatre that I have unity goes, over a prolonged period everybody
of time. This particular show ran to is a shadow of strangeness and
is one more of a nightclub than a heard in a long time.
solitude and shallowness
The second half of the show was approximately three hours, and
cabaret. The r_epertoire on Friday
included everything from selec- a vigorous medley selected from until the second half of the evening, within a polluted atmosphere of
maddening sameness
tions in Godspell and West Side the musical "Godspell". Here the which was devoted to one show,
Story, to Tony Alfano's best • Cabaret cast outdid themselves in • Godspell, there was little in- there is a tangle of cosmic dust
number, "Sam, You Made The an enthusiastic and determined dication of an effort to tie a encircling the nothingness of this
calm
team effort, and although oc- relationship between one song and
Pants Too Long." Here, especially,
a
celestial
energy, a goodness, a
another;
each
was
complete
in
he displayed a much more con- casionally the set changes became
beautitude
fident control over the c;1udience, rather hectic, it was to this part of itself, unrelated to the one before
finally matching the control he the program that the audience or after either in theme or source. too far from comprehension
already has over his strong tenor. responded most itrongly. The The strongest numbers, notably, from understanding
anne louise tirrell
Diane Warren did particularly well costumes, also, were changed from were company numbers, including
the
participation
of
all
or
at
least
the
first
half
of
the
evening,
with a potentially
sch·maltzy
several members of the cast.
the nightclub
number, "Let Yourself Go," as did distinguishing
The Cabaret Theatre is a new
Rosie Keough with '' A City of • singers of the earlier show from
Strangers." The theme, however, the colorful ragamuffins in God- and growing institution, and as
with all good ideas, is constantly in
was too similar a coincidence with spell. By the end of the program,
her solo last year in the troupe, the cast was showing undisguised a state of· experim~ntation and
1_;;;:~,;,Wo/f~f>,
"Carousel," and it would be in- symptoms of fatigue, but it was an change. The transition in atmosphere,
however,
between
well
deserved.
Sf
./
•
teresting to see Miss Keough and exhaustion
Miss Warren swap roles oc- Throughout this,second half of the cabaret •and nightclub is indefinite
casionally. Bill McHale had an program, the e~ergy level of the as yet and the remainder of the
opportunity to show off a vibrant performers was maintained at a . change:;;in the growth of individual
baritone on his solo, "The Life I constant high, and throughout the performers remains to be seen.
by J. L. Rothbart·

Inquiry From One
Waiting in Position
for Nikki Giovanni

For my last semester of
college, I'd like to have
come from Malcolm X's head
with Few Clothes as my
suitcase, &, then,
of course, the search,
& wouldn't they be surprised,

Rapping but white, a fire
in their breaths near buildings,
& the voice hidden in a dialect

like the river runs deepest when it's coldest, or where,
is that it, but I was serious.
I'd like that but since I
can't have a dream either,
assassinated, too, the first
time I put my shoes on to talk,
<Martin's sho~s were always
polished but spit is spllll),
so. that's my present loneliness,
this anxious tale,

r'

& if it weren't Knoxville, Nikki,

I wish it were Angela's jail cell,
the poetry in there opened
the president's fly, & we
lqlew our positions, why lie
to keep it, & in Knoxville,
I was wishing now I could
touch your hand, the gentle
back of it, & hadn't graduated,
grown, & before you had a lover,
& a child, & became a poet,

the back of your hand, now,
protecting all that & not me,
you make everything hard now,
Nikki, sitting in back_of you,
I want to tell you this,
if it's not only in bed, Nikki,
why haven't you ever come. back
to sit in that seat.

Photos

by

Millie Mae Wicklund

Harold Doweiko
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the doctor's
Address

by Arnold Werner, M.D.
1

Question: About one week after

my period ends my breasts get
very sore and sensitive. This lasts
until my next period. What causes
this and what can be done about it?
• Could it be because my boyfriend
fondles me too roughly? Is the
soreness connected with orgasm?
Are my bras too tight?
Answer:
Women often experience some breast tenderness
before the onset of their. menstrual
period (a "real" menstrual period,
not what occurs with the pill). Such
tenderness is due to hormonal
changes that are part of the
menstrual cycle. Birth control pills
themselves can produce breast
tenderness and so can too tight a
brassiere. However, a tight bra
produces breast lumps as well as
tenderness.

.Breasts are easily traumatized
as they are made up mainly of
fatty tissue. Black and blue marks
and other evidence of damage
should be apparent if injury has
occurred. This leads us back to
your boyfriend. It could be that he
is fondling you too roughly or just
fondling you too much. Breasts
respond to stimulation with the
swelling of the mammary tissue as
well as the nipples and the tenderness could be secondary to the
swelling. In addition to alleviating
the pain, you might forestall the
onset of boredom if you get him to
decrease his efforts somewhat.

Question: I have been working
with an oxygen-acetylene welding
outfit in my home basement.
Everything had been~ going fine
until last night when I took a deep
breath and my lungs hurt.
Although breathing is normal this
morning, I am wondering •what
gases I might be inhaling when the
oxygen, acetylene and steel react._
I don't know the chemical composition of the steel, I just find
scraps in yards and dumps. Since_
the open windows ·don't seem to
provide adequate ventilation, I
thought a breathing mask might
help, but I don't know anything
about masks.
Answer: A wide variety of gases
are produced in the welding
process.
The type of gases
generated are dependent upon the
nature of the material being
welded and the types of chemkal~

letters

to Dr. Arnold

the metal had been treated with.
By and large, welding does not
.seem to be an especially dangerous
_procedure from the point of view of
poisoning oneself with gases ..
However, adequate ventilation is
still important.
Certain metals, especially those
containing copper, do produce
toxic fumes. Peop)e who weld
copper-bearing
metals
are
generally advised to wear a mask
that not only filters particles from
the air, but contains a conister with
material which will absorb certain gases. An appropriate mask
can be obtained from •dealers in
industrial safety equipment. They
are listed in the Yellow Pages
under Safety Equipment
and
Clothing.
Question: My girlfriend claims
that there are drugs that would
grow hair on my chest. I don't
believe this is possible. I have a lot
of hair but it is like "peach fuzz".
Would
hormone • injections
stimulate the hair follicles to grow
and darken?

I've been meaning to get this
question off my chest for sometime
now .
Answer:.There are no drugs that
can safely be used to grow hair on
one's chest, or anywhere else. The
administration of male hormones
for such a purpose would be highly
dangerous and probably not effective.
The major determinant of body
hair distribution and appearance is
genetic. Of the changes which
begin at puberty, the appearance
of hair on the chest and body is the
slowest and latest to develop. Body
hair often continues to increa· ~ in
amount and distribution inf the
twenties.

Werner,

Box 974,

bag
East

times because the undescended
testicle was just never notice .
If the testicle is not brought down
before adolescence it is permanently damaged and loses its
capacity to produce_ sperm. In
addition, there is a higher incidence of cancer in such undescended testicles. The preferred
time of operation is in childhood
when a testicle can be brought into
place rather easily and normal
function restored. In adulthood it is
oft~n simpler to remove the
testicle since it ·serves no useful
purpose. One testicle is enough for
hormone production as well as for
sperm production.

Sometimes,
for
cosmetic
reasons, the adult testicle will be
brough down into the scrotal sac.
At other times an artificial testicle
will be implanted in the scrotum.

Question: What constitutes a
nervous breakdown? Can you have
one without realizing it and
recover
from
it
without
professional help?

Do you anticipate that in your
lifetime most mental illness will be
treated symptomatically
with
drugs in the same fashion that
most physical illnesses. -are now
treated?
Answer: A nervous breakdown is
a popular, non scientific term for a

Lansing,

Mi. 48823

serious, acture emotional problem
which results in an obvious
inability to function. Such a condition is usually accompanied by a
sense of personal distress. The
term is sufficiently imprecise as to
cover all of the major psychiatric
illnesses and some minor ones ..

always warrants
attention.

professional

The last 15 years have seen
considerable
advances in the
treatment of certain psychiatric
disorders, particularly those affecting mood. Hopefully, further
understanding of the gen<'tics and
biochemistry of various menta!
illnesses will result in even rr.ore
advances in the symptomatic
treatment
of these disorders.
However, I do not anticipate that
most mental illnesses, as we
currently define ,them, will be
treated by drugs.
Mental illness can be looked at as
maladaptive behavior that has
complex origins in which there are
biologic, social and psychologic
determinants. I anticipate th<>.t
with icreased sophistication people
will be helped with emot,onal
problems
through
educative
procedures,
behaviora:
modification, and interpersonal
methods as well as by drugs ..

People certainly do recover from
serious
emotional
problems
without
professional
help.
However, a person with a ~erious
problem may often suffer intense
pain and discomfort,
severe
I am quite unsure about how
reduction in their ability to function and may behave in ways which much of what is defined as physical
are self destructive and destruc- illness is capable of being treated
with Jrugs.
tive to interpersonal relations. symptomatically
Professional help can be of ex- Physical illness is often the result
term
nutritional.
traordinary value in reducing the of long
duration and severity of the behavioral and environmental
problem. In spite of the imprecise factors combined with the person's
nature of the term nervous .break- immutable basic biology. This .
down, a person who is self iden- being the case, inuch of what we
tified or identified by others as call physical illness is a normal
having such a condition almost dimension of human life.

for those special problems•

• •

Question: My boyfriend (24
years old) has one undescended
testicle. Since this condition was
never corrected when he was a
child he is now considefing
surgery.
If the undescended testicle is not
removed, is there any chance that
it would becbme cancerous? Also,
is it possible to get some kind of
artificial testicle implanted in the
scrotum for appearance's sake?

Answer: The testes develop in
the abdominal cavity and then
descend into the scrotal sac before
birth: A surprising number of adult
men have undescended testicles.
At times this is because they
haven't received regular medical
attention in childhood and at other
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FREE LEGAL ADVICE
to

ALL R.I.C. STU DEHTS
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
- 2:00to 4:00 p.rtf.
Union- Room200
Student
·Parliament
Office Student
Mr. JohnH..Hines,Jr.
Attorney
at Law

Tel.Ext.518

Appointment
Recomended
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Spain con 't.

New Dean of
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and persons, and as a group. Some Literary Works. She proved herself
to be an authority in Spanish
of us learned in a-relatively short
time to adapt ourselves. to the new history, language and literature,
and to be a great educator of youth.
environment; for others it was
We would like also to express our
more difficult. But to all of us in the
workshop, touring in Spain, living sincere appreciation to Mr. and
Mrs. Humberto Sylva, Dr. Nelson's
as Spaniards for two· months, and
assistants,· for their help and
the
workshop
itself
were
friendship. Mr. Sylva was the
meaningful experience;>, which
\
instructor
of the
made us more mature persons. It language
is worthwhile to mention the two workshop; Fernanda, his wife, was
assista~t to Dr. Nelson with the
main· things that made the
girls.
workshop in Spain a success. First,
What should we say to our
the cohesiveness of ·the group, its
parents and relatives, who helped
staying together as a family;
second, the excellent leadership of us to enjoy this unique experience?
To them goes our gratitude. We are
our director, Dr. Kathleen Genover
also indebted to RIC and to its
Nelson. She was everything to us:
i~'
·:.'~
administrators,
particularly
to
'\
''
("
director,
professor,
adviser,
J/
President
Willard and Vice
mother, friend. Dr. Nelson, in a
/
President· Shinn. We appreciate
democratic way, shared with us
plans, and the sometimes un- their encouragement and support
in this project. As one of the group
pleasant incidents natural to this
wrote: "Many of us arrived in
kind of project and to the youth,
Spain unknowing. and inexand together we decided what
should be done. ~he did not hesitate - perienced but we·returned as more
mature,
responsible
adults,
to defend our rights when the group
capable
of
understanding
and
confronted unfair circumstances.
dealing with many of the. realities
She tried to put us at ease; to get
_i$
of life. This trip represented to all
for us any necessary commodities;
of
us,
indeed,
a
new
and
expfo~ive
to save our money, even at her own
summer, memorable to all of ,us for
expense; and to stop us at the
the rest of our lives."
. boundary line of excess. Her
knowledge of the Spanish country
and people, her experience in life,
and her well-established cult1,1re
made Dr. Nelson the ideal director.
We were very lucky that she was
Counseling Services, Inc. (Homophile Community Health
completely familiar with the
Service), a non:profit me·ntal health counseling service, has been
customs and expectations of every
opened for homophile individuals. Counseling is provided for those
region in Spain. Thus, she always
individuals who prefer a service deveJoped especially for them and
was available to help explain many
to individuals who have family and friends dealing with issues
things which we found confusing.
regarding homosexuality. Counseling is also: available to persons
We can truly say that she definitely
unsure of their own sexual identify and orientation.
made our stay in Spain, and we are
indeed indebted to her for the
The counseling staff is composed of qualified, licensed
fraternity we experienced, which
professionals experienced in counseling. Cost for an initial inkept us happy, singing, laughing,
terview is $10.~0. All other fees are based on income.
and learning those two months. We
also learned a great deal from Dr.
Nelson as a professor, thro9gh her
Appointments can be made for contact in the Providence area
two courses: Spanish Culture and
by calling 274-4737 between the hours of 6:30 and 9:00 p.m. Monday
Civilization, and Post-Civil War
through Wednesday. Offices are located in downtown Providence.
PhilQsophical,
Current
and
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I am very pleased to accept the
position of Dean of Arts and
Sciences.
"My family and I look forward to
coming to Rhode Island College
around November first."
"While I naturally
will be
primarily concerned with Arts and
Science programs, I certainly
would like
to pledge
my
cooperation to other activities and
programs that are directed toward
the college community."
"I feel that diversity of opinion is
not only desirable but it is essential, but I also feel .that we can
disagree
without
being
disagreeable. It's an old adage but
I really think that it's a working
principle."
"Somewhere
along the line,
someone asked me if I had any
blueprint for the future or any one
single objective that, if I were to
get this position, I would intend to
implement. My answer then was
no and ft still remains in the
negative. But I would like to state,
very early, that I certainly pledge
to do anything I can to aid and

encourage faculty and professional
growth.
Certainly
the
accomplishments of the faculty to
date would indicate a very positive
record to build on."
In regards to Faculty Governance,
Richards said:

"I believe in it. I feel that the
method of consultation, while it
might not be the most efficient, any
more than Democracy
neecessarily is the most efficient form
of government,
I think it's
essential. I think the shared concept, as far as faculty governance
is concerned, has been one of the
major
reasons
why higher
education has accomplished as
much as it has. I do not think that
collective bargaining negates the
traditions and values •of shared
governance. I think the question
now is not one of university
governance
or
collective
bargaining but rather I think that
the challenge is to try to utilize the
best aspects of both in trying to
, forge a working relationship in this
way."

TheAnchor

Ext.

311 or 471

Counseling For Homosexuals

SHADOW THEATRE Of MALAYSIA
The Shaclow Theatre In Malaysia has the same reputation in the world as Grand Kabuki
to Japan, and Kathakall to India. It Is a sophisticated form of dramatic art, and reports follo~lng their European tour were outstandingly
enthusiastic; audiences everywhere
found It easy to understand, fast moving and were hypnotized
by the music and brilliant
• color of the puppets.
The stories are taken from the Hindu epics, such as the Ramayana, enriched by a fantastic range of humorous and grotesque characters in the great Malayan tradition.
The
-drama is transmitted
by the shadows of giant puppets thrown onto a screen; The 8-man
. orchestra consists of drums, gongs, cymbals and an oboe.

PERFORMERS COMMITTEE
of 7WENTIETH CENTURY
MUSIC
The Performers Committee of Twentieth
Century Music was founded in 196'Twlth-ffie
aim of expanding the audience for this centurys music. In New York, it has become well
known· for its annual series of retrospective conce~venings
devoted to single composers
•
of foremost stature and influence.
The series has become a leading event in New Yorks
musical life. Its exceptionally
large audiences are attracted ,bY the quality of performance,
the variety of media• instrumental,
vocal, choral, and when appropriate, chamber opera,
dance, and film·_ and by the diversity of selected composers.
For this performance the
Performers Committee of Twentieth Century Music will present an all-Scott Joplin concert.
The whole evening was an enchanting

CHAMBER BALLET

"

\
What makes the Chamber Ballet exciting?
Its policy of presenting original ballets, choreographed for this company of The University of Akron.
The Company combines both
traditional
and progressive styles of dance which creates an overwhelming
repertory.
A dynamic

company,

totally

professional

in its approach.

CLEVELAND

PRESS

THE NEW YORKER

experience.

PAUL WINTER/VVINTER CONSORT
Winter Consort offers a rich and awesomely beautiful musical experience that everyone
should be able to enjoy and be touched by, whatever their particular musical taste. Their music
•defies classific3tion;
there are elements of rock, jazz and classical music but like a long
simmered stew with many spices, the flavors have become so intertwined
that they are
impossible to isolate. Similar to-John McLaughlins Mahavishnu Orchestra in approach,
Winter Consort blends the sounds of many diverse instruments and,the techniques of many
disciplines into a unitary whole with an incredibly wide range of expressive possibilities.
Each musician is a virtuoso.
Winter Consort is a group you should definitely ·try to experience;
they _will bring delight and inspiration to your life.
CRAWDADDY

FtNE AR15 SERfES
STUDENT SERIES
Any 6 Tickets $3

LAS CANT/GAS DE SANTA MARIA
Six costumed musicians, singing or playing medieval instruments, and a troubadornarrator present a courtly entertainment
as it might have been seen and heard in 13th
century Spain. The production
is based on a famous collection of• 'cantigas' or songs
recounting in colorful detail the miracles performed by th.e Virgin Mary. The richly
expressive melodies and lively rhythms of these songs perfectly complement
the stories
of the miracles, which range from mystical adoration to ribald views of the earthy side
of Medieval Christianity
in a skillful combination
of music and poetry.
A performance

that can only be described

as perfect

NEW YORK

TIMES

GEORGE FAISON
UNIVERSAL DANCE
EXPERIENCE

ON SALE IN

George Faison's mixture of ·rage and retlcence in exploring contemporary
black exper~
ience, is noteworthy
and effective creatively.
He obviously feels the pangs and tugs of,
social process, but has his senses equally cocked for the theatrically
valid statement
of his feelings and blends the two skillfully.
NEW YORK TIMES

Roberts Box Office

More than a touch of b_rilliance.

!=live Barnes - NEW YORK

TIMES

Starting
Shadow Theatre of Malaysia
Chamber Ballet
Chamber Ballet
Perfor1ne~s Committee of 20th Cent. Music
Paul Winter/Winter
Consort
Paul Winter/Winter
Consort
Las Cantigas de Santa Maria
George Faison Universal Dance Experience
George t=aison Universal Dance Experience

Monday
Sept. 23

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Rhode lslan~ College

*THEATRE*
* The 1974 1975 Season *
presents

~

MUSIC -·

WOMEN'S VIEWS -

COMEDY

TRAGEDY

and more
I

* EXCITING

ENTERTAIN_MENT

*

- t ,,
the Greasepain
the Smellof
the Crowd
A smash hit musical comedy
from Br9adway by Anthony
Newley. .

RobertsAuditorium

*

Star
Spangled
Girl
glittering
Simon's
Neil
comedy offers a jump on the
'76 spirit and a laugh-a-minute,
salute to spring.

RobertsAuditorium
at 8:15 p.m.
May1 - 4

* PRISMPRODUCTIONS
Excellent new productions
mounted by students.

RobertsLittle Theatre
30, 31,
JanuaJy
February1, 2

I

$2.50
General Admission
$1.00
Students
. $2.00
Faculty-Staff
The price for PRISM .PRODUCTIONS
is to be announced.

call: 831-6618
Forreservations

HOWDOYOUTHINK
AGE
YOUR
PEOPLE
MOST
DIE?

MoreyoungAmericansdie in drunk drivingaccidentsthan fromdrugs, _
combat,.suicide,diseaseor anythingelse.
.
Don't drivedrunk, or let your friendsdrivedrunk,
or ride with drunk drivers.Please.

OTHER.0
EACH
KIWNG
DRUNK.STOP
DRMNG
' STOP
Write Dnmk Driver,Dept. X, Box2345, Rockville,Maryland 20852 ftr inf~ori

Drinking and Driving.

